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DESIGN IS EVERYTHING,
EVERYTHING IS DESIGNED.



WE ARE HTDS

HIROSHI TSUNODA

HTDS is an independent design studio with a distinct vision. We believe in taking the meaning of creative 
designing one step further by emphasizing that the outcome of our projects be as innovative as possible. 
We believe in challenging boundaries. 
One of our most important aims is to integrate our creative designing philosophy into new and unexpect-
ed contexts. We manage to do this by continuously seeking new and progressive projects to venture into. 
We offer from traditional industrial designing to custom-made commissions, our team of professionals led 
by Hiroshi Tsunoda offers a variety of different services all in the line of design. 
We work through medias such as product design, furniture design, conceptual design, interior design and 
graphic design. We specialize in developing projects with aesthetic, practical, ecological, commercial and 
cost-effective productions. 
In order for the end results of our projects to be as satisfying as possible, we maintain a close dialogue 
with our clients throughout the whole designing process. 
We are a multi-cultural group of young people welded together by our passion for creative designing. 
We love what we do and we would like to think that our positive working environment is reflected in the 
result of our work. 
Our studio is located in Borne, the center of the old town in Barcelona. 

Hiroshi Tsunoda is a Japanese designer established in Barcelona since 2000. 
His fascination for the American culture, made him move to the USA and then study design in 
the prestigious Rhode Island School of Design, USA. 

In 2005 Hiroshi decided to found his own studio in Barcelona. His studio offers a variety of different 
services all in the line of design, through medias such as product design, furniture design, conceptual 
design, interior design and graphic design. 

His designs has been showed around the world: Barcelona, London, Milan, Paris, Frankfurt, Hangzhou, 
Moscow… and he has participated in a huge number of talks and events in many countries. 

Hiroshi has combined his career as a designer with university teaching. He also had realized a huge 
number of workshops.
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SEARCH WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR.

FIND OUT WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO. Japanese Ramen Restaurant
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Asian Restaurant
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Japanese Restaurant
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Japanese Restaurant
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Japanese Kushiage Restaurant
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Japanese Ramen Restaurant
SANTA CLARA, LA. USA

Japanese Ramen Restaurant
LAS PALMAS. SPAIN

Japanese Sake Bar
BARCELONA, SPAIN

Exhibition Space
BARCELONA, SPAIN

SHALL WE TALK?



01.
RAMEN
HOUSE
Japanese Restaurant
INTERIOR DESIGN

cliente: MAINICHI FOOD, S.L.

The main wall of the restaurant is wallpapered 
with an original design created by the studio 
featuring traditional wood prints of samurais and 
hand-drawn illustrations of the ingredients for 
ramen soup.
The end result is an exciting juxtaposition 
between ancient symbols and modern casual 
dining. The wallpaper has become a key feature 
of the restaurant.

Barcelona. SPAIN
CONTRACT
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top left_Oringal wooden beam lighitings
top right_oringal design wall paper produced

by COORDONNE the on wall
bottom_original design wallpaper

righ page_hall of the restaurant



02.
OH!KINI
Japanese Restaurant
INTERIOR DESIGN

cliente: PREASURE CREATE, S.L.

The first kushiage restaurant in Spain was open 
in Barcleona.  The design uses a lot of  the foun-
dation of the exsisting Irish bar, such as walls, 
ceiling and the floor.  The use of natural wood as 
the main construction material for the interior 
design increased the sense of Japanese culture. 
All pieces of furniture are designed originally for 
this restaurant. 

Barcelona. SPAIN
CONTRACT
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top left_think and long wooden log was used to create the boxseats
top right_oringal table with fryer built in

bottom_traditional paper luntern from Japan
righ page_original tables, benches and stools



03.
ORENCHI
Japanese Restaurant
INTERIOR DESIGN

cliente: OGIKU CORP.INC

This well-known ramen restaurant in the area 
needed an update of its image after 15 years of 
existence.  At first, the original window decal 
of the dragon with ramen bowl was created for 
the main window of the restaurant.  Then, we 
were asked to do the whole renovation project 
for the interior.  The big dining table mimicking 
a counter in the traditional ramen restaurants in 
Japan was designed and placed at the center of 
the restaurant.  And to make the dining experi-
ence more comfortable, the wooden scaffold was 
designed to create a feeling of separation.  

On both walls of the dining room, there are 
collages of Japanese animation, and mangas 
add more attractive yet, fun expressions to the 
restaurant´s image overall. 

Santa Clara. LA. USA
CONTRACT
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top left_led lighting with anime manga collage
top right_oringal design decal on wall
bottom_original design window decal

righ page_original ramen dining counter



cliente: SUEVICHAN, S.L.

04.
AKI
RAMEN
Japanese Restaurant
INTERIOR DESIGN

The main wall of the restaurant is wallpapered 
with an original design created by the studio 
featuring traditional wood prints of samurais and 
hand-drawn illustrations of the ingredients for 
ramen soup.
The end result is an exciting juxtaposition 
between ancient symbols and modern casual 
dining. The wallpaper has become a key feature 
of the restaurant.

Las Palmas. SPAIN
CONTRACT
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top left_gradation balck paint for the legs of chair
top right_oringal paper screen lamps on the bar counter

bottom_original design wallpaper
 top righ page_the hall way of the restaurant
top righ page_large size oringinal wallpaper



05.
RED ANT
Japanese Restaurant
INTERIOR DESIGN

cliente: MOSQUITO 2003, S.L.

Red Ant wanted a Pan-Asia feel to its interior. We 
achieved this by using a bold
red and black colour palette throughout the 
whole restaurant, with Chinese
traditional stamps on the wallpaper and quintes-
sential birdcage lamps throughout
giving a strong Asian feel.

Barcelona. SPAIN
CONTRACT
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top left_oringal bird cage lamp
top right_oringal design wallpaper

bottom_oringal design wallpaper with ancient Chinese stamps
righ page_the whole image of the restaurant



06.
URIBOU
Japanese Restaurant
INTERIOR DESIGN

cliente: URIBOU, S.L

In any restaurant, a major part of the dining 
experience is the ambience of the
dining room itself. At La Cuina de l’Uribou we up-
dated the dining room by careful
attention to detail - new lighting, new visuals and 
of course our original wall
paper featuring hand drawn illustrations of Koi 
carp. We also installed a new
sushi bar counter as a key feature.

Barcelona. SPAIN
CONTRACT
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top left_oringal hand drawn koi fish
top right_lighting panel with the original koi drawings

bottom_the whole image of the main dining room
righ page_original sushi counter 



07.
NATSUKI
Japanese Restaurant
INTERIOR DESIGN

cliente: TABERNA NATSUKI, S.L

Barcelona. SPAIN
CONTRACT
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cliente: HIROSHI TSUNODA

08.
SAKE
KAGURA
Japanese Sake Bar
INTERIOR DESIGN

Interior design produced for Barcelona´s the 
first sake bar, Sake Kagura.
The interior was designed using a fusion of tradi-
tional Japan and historic Catalunya.
Wood and cloth made for a warm and cosy interi-
or - the perfect ambience in which to enjoy sake.

Barcelona. SPAIN
CONTRACT
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cliente: JAVIER TLES

09.
JAVIER
TLES
EXPO
Exhibition Space 
INTERIOR DESIGN

The studio designed the exhibition space for the 
Spanish photographer Javier Tles as part of the 
charity event “Korekara Japón” which was held 
for the area of northern Japan affected by the 
Fukushima earthquake.

Barcelona. SPAIN
PUBLIC SPACE
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SHALL WE
TALK?

CONTACT :

www.wearehtds.com
info@hiroshitsunoda.com
0034 931 708 323



Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio) holds the exclusive sole right on development and final production of the design that is presented in this document. Ownership of rights derived from intellectual and industrial property for the creations 
that are object of the present document exclusively belongs to Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio), NIF X4055144-Z. Thus, Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio) is the sole holder of the rights that correspond as author of the 
products that are object of the present document, the same in accordance to art. 2 of the Intellectual Property Law, Law 22/1987, dated November 11 on Intellectual Property, which includes ownership of the rights that are recognized in the Second Title 
of the same Law. Non-compliance of the above-mentioned conditions will be subject to an action at law before the Courts and Tribunals of the province of Barcelona, Spain.


